Classroom Blended Learning System
Welcome to the Blend System by Audio Enhancement®. The Blend is a comprehensive all-in-one classroom audio and video system. The Blend System combines Audio Enhancement’s award-winning BEAM classroom audio system, with the latest in classroom video and the VIEWpath® (Video Interactive Education Window) user interface to provide the best teacher user experience available on the market today.

What is in the Box:

Leg Assembly:

BEAM Classroom Audio System & Vertical Upright Assembly:

Camera Assembly:

AC-3044
5/16 18 x 1 ¾” screw w/ Thread Lock

AC-3034
5/16 - 18 Screw
Standard Accessories:

Assembly:

1. Locate the Instruction manual in Box A
2. Locate the rear leg and hardware located in Box B
3. Locate the Left and Right legs – packaged together in Box C
4. Assemble the Legs

a. Use the 4 small Philips head screws, packaged with the rear leg in Box B to assemble all three legs together

b. Locate the Adjustable Vertical Upright Assembly, with the BEAM Classroom Audio System attached

c. Use the 4 small Philips head screws, packaged with the rear leg in Box B to assemble all three legs together
d. Stand System up to install the camera assembly

e. Locate the camera assembly & the camera attachment screw

f. Remove foam protection from the camera assembly

g. Place Camera Assembly on top of Vertical Pole, and attach with screw
h. Remove plastic cable channel covers

There is a Cable Channel Cover on each side

Cable Channel Cover

Insert under plastic channel cover

Gently pry up to extract the cover from the channel
i. Connect Green Power/Audio Cable between the Camera Assembly and the BEAM Classroom Audio System

Camera Network Connection

(White Cable Included with System)

Camera Power & Audio Connection

(Green Cable Included with System)

Green CAT6 Cable Plugs into Remote/WPA-03 port on BEAM Classroom Audio System
j. Remove plastic cable channel covers

k. Connect the network cable from the Camera Assembly, route the cable through the channel opposite of the power/audio cable, and re-install the channel cover.

k. Attach the Safety Cable - Please ensure that the VIEWpath Blend System is secured to structure when extended

1. Identify structure being used
2. Assemble cable and attachment Ring
3. Attach Mounting Barrel to structure with appropriate hardware for structure type
4. Remove screw from top of camera mount, put screw through the attachment ring and re-attach to top of camera mount
5. Remove excess slack from the cable with the spring-loaded adjustment before inserting the threaded fitting into the mounting barrel